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The equations of motion of a test particle in a stochastic magnetic field and
interacting through collisions with a plasma are Langevin-type equations.
Under reasonable assumptions on the statistical properties of the random
processes (field and collisional velocity fluctuations), we perform an analytical
calculation of the mean-square displacement (MSD) of the particle. The basic
nonlinearity in the problem (Lagrangian argument of the random field) yields
complicated averages, which we carry out using a functional formalism. The
result is expressed as a series, and we find the conditions for its convergence, i.e.
the limits of validity of our approach (essentially, we must restrict attention to
non-chaotic regimes). Further, employing realistic bounds (spectral cut-off and
limited time of observation), we derive an explicit formula for the MSD. We
show that from this unique expression, we can obtain several previously known
results.

1. Introduction
The theory of particle and heat transport in stochastic magnetic field is of

major importance for plasma physics. The results of this active field of research
are relevant for general transport theory (Balescu 1988) and for the study of
plasma confinement devices (Liewer 1985).

Besides experimental studies and numerical simulations, various analytical
approaches have been developed in this field, based on Langevin equations
(Kadomtsev & Pogutse 1978), dynamical systems theory (Rechester &
Rosenbluth 1978), kinetic equations (Balescu et al. 1994), statistical methods
(Krommes et al. 1983), etc. Many of the results are reviewed by Krommes et al.
(1983). It should be noted that the evolution of the ideas in this field was
dominated by heuristic and semiquantitative analysis based on insight into the
physical phenomena. The systematic analytical approaches are constrained by
the difficulty of building a consistent model for the statistical properties of the
stochastic field and by technical complications related to the highly nonlinear
character of the problem. There has been a change in the nature of the
theoretical arguments, with the advent of dynamical systems theory methods.
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In more recent treatments (Rax & White 1991; Laval 1993) numerical and
analytical investigations of the Rechester-Rosenbluth (RR) regime have been
performed, using as models for the magnetic field iterated maps (standard map,
sawtooth map). These systems are appropriate, since they automatically
provide the basic properties required by the RR argument: exponential
separation of trajectories and conservation of the area of sections through
bundles of trajectories. By contrast, in the approach based on the Langevin
equation, the magnetic field appears as a noise whose statistical properties are
specified by giving the first few correlations.

The main objective of the present work is to provide a basis for a quantitative
treatment of the problem of the test particle in a collisional plasma immersed
in a stochastic magnetic field. This work does not aim at giving a definitive
answer to this problem. It is more likely that the following calculations show
the inherent difficulty and complication of the problem, which apparently
precludes any exact treatment. However, we develop some calculational tools
that allow us to make progress even in the traditional analytical approach,
based on Langevin equations.

We start by defining, in a simple geometry given by a strong constant
magnetic field BOz, three independent stochastic processes: a transverse
magnetic field bx y and the parallel and perpendicular collisional fluctuations of
the particle velocity r)pi\L = (rjx, y\y). The Lagrangian nonlinearity of the
problem is taken into account.

The statistical properties of these stochastic processes are specified, giving
the spectrum of the magnetic field components 6a (a = x,y), and the two-point
correlations of the collisional fluctuations:

<6a(k)6/,(k')> = d

^ - i f c | A | - | ^ A i ) , (1.1)

(1.2)

where r/ denotes either rj^ or TJX y, and accordingly x denotes either X\\ o r XL-
parameter v is the frequency of collisions. Note that (1.2) is not a primary input,
since we formally construct the processes T̂  and TJX y by solving Langevin
equations with white noise. This is described in detail in appendices A and C,
and is an essential part of our analytical approach based on functional methods.

The parameter /? is the normalized measure of the amplitude of the magnetic
fluctuations, and A± and Aj are the effective spatial extensions of the transverse
and parallel correlations. For the spectrum that we have adopted, (1"1), the
Lagrangian correlations of the magnetic field vanish:

(ba[r(t)]bfi[r(t')])=O (a*/?) . (1.3)

In developing this analytical model, we have tried to avoid as much as
possible the approximations that would imply directly the quantities to be
determined (e.g. the particle fluctuating displacements Ax): the averaging is
only on the three ' primary' stochastic variables, whose statistics is given. Using
some clearly stated approximations, we perform a detailed calculation of the
averages in order to obtain analytical expressions suitable for physical analysis.
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Compared with previous treatments, we go beyond the first quantitative
analysis and determine the contribution of higher-order correlations of the
stochastic variables. New effects arise, mainly due to the mixing or coupling of
correlations, and their contribution is qualitatively different from the previous
ones.

As a primary aim, our study is devoted to a better understanding of plasma
transport in confinement devices, like the tokamak. Accordingly we shall
restrict ourselves to the realistic situations pertaining to such class of devices.
In this practical framework, we must recall that the source of magnetic
fluctuations is microtearing modes or other mechanisms inducing a current
density perturbation. Then the spectrum of transverse wavelengths is limited
by the smallest width of a filamentation channel. This introduces a maximum
value k^ax, i.e. an 'ultraviolet cut-off' in wavenumber space. At the opposite
limit, the finite spatial extension of the system imposes another cutoff lc™in.
Furthermore, in any realistic situation, the stationarity of the magnetic
turbulence is periodically disturbed by large-scale phenomena, like the sawtooth
crash. We are led to introduce a limitation on the 'observation time' for all
time-dependent processes that we consider. These reasonable a priori
restrictions define what we shall call the 'physically meaningful' domain and
they will be employed for the estimation of some maximal contributions. Note
that in previous studies these limitations were not invoked, since the
approximations employed always generated decaying contributions, for all
parts of the spectrum. We show by a more detailed calculation that the
coupling of correlations can actually produce growing contributions that (taken
individually) can enhance anomalously the dispersion (Aa;2) of the particle's
displacements. However we find that these terms are significant only for very
fast transverse fluctuations of the field, usually beyond reasonable physical
limits.

In the case that we study, the high-order contributions related to the
coupling of correlations (having both signs) combine to give a finite result. We
show that their magnitudes can be very different and that the final answer can
effectively be influenced by one or another class of terms. For this reason, the
treatment based on expansion in series of cumulants is useful, as long as we can
justify on quantitative basis and by restricting the range of parameters that
some truncation is possible.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In §2 we derive an expression for the
mean square displacement (MSD) of a test particle as an average over the
fluctuations due to the magnetic field and the collisions. In §3 we obtain explicit
formulae for this average, retaining lower effects of the correlations between the
stochastic variables. In §4 the higher-order correlations are calculated and the
possibility of approximations is examined. An explicit formula, valid for a
particular range of parameters, is obtained in §5, and is used in §6 to obtain (as
limiting cases) important formulae already known in this field. A discussion of
the physical meaning of our results is given in §7, followed by the conclusions
in §8. Five appendices have been provided in order to simplify the technical
part of this paper.

In summary, we obtain the following results.
(i) The MSD is expressed through series of cumulants of quantities that

depend nonlinearly on the collisional fluctuations. The first contributions are
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identical to those known from previous (more qualitative) studies. We find that
the subsequent terms have opposite contributions (in general, the higher-order
cumulants appear with alternating signs) and that an arbitrary truncation can
lead to divergences (i.e. an unbounded increase of the MSD in a finite time).

(ii) We obtain the general expression for the higher-order contributions to
the MSD and find the conditions for a non-trivial truncation.

(iii) We obtain the general expression for the MSD and give a systematic
derivation of some known results (linear, subdiffusive and Kadomtsev-Pogutse
regimes) as particular cases. It clearly appears possible to improve these results
or to find the MSD in other regimes.

(iv) An interesting correspondence can be established, from our treatment,
between (a) the qualitative different nature of the arguments using exponential
instability of the stochastic field (as compared with test particle arguments),
and (b) the convergence of the series of cumulants in the test particle approach.
As an interesting observation, by this analysis we identify the actual meaning
of the parameter arising in the Rechester—Rosenbluth model (the argument of
the logarithm in equation (7) of Rechester & Rosenbluth 1978). It is the ratio
of two successive cumulants in the r/^ series.

The basic novelty of the analytical approach consists in the use of the
functional method for the calculations of the averages.

A word on notation: we have consistently used a tilde f) to denote the part
of a function that remains after factoring out the dimensional physical
coefficients.

2. Langevin equation and correlations of particle displacements
We consider a weak fluctuating magnetic field transverse to the constant

magnetic field (oriented along the z axis). The plasma is collisional, and the
equations of motion, in the particular situation when the fluctuations do not
depend explicitly on time, can be written in the form

b[(t)](t) + (t) = L, (2-1)

(2.2)

The fluctuating quantities of interest are the three components of the particle
displacement. In order to calculate the mean square displacement (MSD) in the
transverse direction we formally integrate the equations of motion and take the
average. We shall concentrate first on the x coordinate:

<Ax2(<)>= | V f*2<U«i)Uy>. (2.4)
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The integrand is the Lagrangian correlation of the random transverse velocity:

t1)Vl(t2» (2.5a)

t*)> (2-5&)

<bx[r(tt)]yl(tt)Vx{t1)> (2-5c)

(2-5d)

We take the first term separately, (2.5a):

y (2.6)
We now replace the difference r(t2) — r(<j) in the exponent by the formal solution
of the equations of motion. The average becomes

/expUkxydtbx[r(t)]Vl(t) + ihx Vdtvx(t)\

xexp|t*v

x exp Ukt j dt */,(«)] yfa) VtfS) • (2.7)
In obtaining (2.6) we have applied the Corrsin approximation (Corrsin 1959;
McComb 1990): the statistics of the Fourier components of the fluctuating
magnetic field is considered to be independent of the statistics of the trajectories,
and the total average can be factorized. We remark that the presence of only
one factor 6a (as in (2.56) and (2.5c)) gives zero when averaged over the centred
variable fra and we conclude that the terms T2 and T3 vanish. The last term T4,
(2.5d), gives the usual tranverse diffusion after the double time integration of
(2.4): x±t- Using these in the expression for the MSD,

= dtA
Jo

it becomes obvious that there is an important effect of the transverse collisions
that is propagated through the nonlinearity present in T1.

We shall develop an approach which includes explicitly the nonlinear
coupling of the perpendicular collisions (rijj to the transverse dispersion of the
displacements (,\\y via the parallel motion.

Essentially, the evaluation of (2.7) requires averages over three independent
stochastic processes: b, T|x and rj^. These fluctuating variables are coupled
nonlinearly through the Lagrangian dependence in the argument of b. One of
the approximations used in this work is to perform the averages successively on
b. r\± and 7/j in this order. Although it is difficult to estimate the error
introduced by splitting the averaging (which should be 'simultaneous' on all
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these three stochastic variables), and, further, by the particular choice of the
order of the averages, we may say that this is a reasonable procedure (at least
when the fluctuations of the magnetic field are faster than the parallel
collisional fluctuations; in this case, the particle samples a significant stochastic
region of the magnetic field before changing its direction of parallel motion).

Our objective is to obtain (^(t^ £^2)) through order fP, and this allows us
to retain in the average only the second cumulant of b. Then (2.5a) can be
written as

exp [**„ j |d^ , (o] ^exp [-i&! ̂  dt

(2.8)

The magnetic field in this expression has Lagrangian arguments. The mixed
terms of the type (,bxby} vanish, owing to our choice of the Eulerian
correlations, (1).

We now proceed to the calculation of these averages.

3. Average over fluctuations due to collisions
Numerous technical difficulties arise in the calculation of the averages over

TJX y and 1/||. This partly explains the poor approximations adopted in similar
approaches. We have developed a systematic method, based on functional
calculations, which provides explicit expressions for complicated averages. This
method is presented in appendix A. Some useful applications are included in
appendix C.

The averaging will be performed in two steps. In the present section the first
four cumulants are calculated explicitly through order /?2. This will permit us
to expose in detail our analytical method and to clearly state the approxi-
mations. Next (§4), the whole series of cumulants will be considered.

3.1. Average over the perpendicular collisional fluctuations

We first simplify the notation in (2.8), introducing

a = -\k% Peft

b = -\k* f1* \hdt\byby)Vi(t)Vi(t'), (3.16)

rtt

c = ikx\ dt7)x(t), (3.1c)

d = iky\dtijv(t). (3.Id)
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The variables tja{a = x,y), are present in a and b through the Lagrangian
arguments of b. The average over ->)L in (2.8) is expressed in a series of
cumulants:

<e°+6+e+">± =

1 3 1 4 1
3! 4! " " " ] ' '

where ML is the sum of the cumulants of order higher than or equal to 5. In more
detailed form, (3.2) is (all averages are over ijx y)

= <a> + <6>, (3.3)

(3.4)

-i<a> «c2> + (d2)) -$<&> «c2> + <d2)). (3.5)

The fourth cumulant is calculated in detail in appendix B.
The quantities above are in the exponent in (2.8), and contain a and b, which

are of order /?2. Since we want to calculate <^(<i)^x(<2)) to order /?4, it is
sufficient to truncate the /?2 series in the exponent to order /?2. This has already
been done in (3.3)-(3.5). As shown in appendix B, the fourth cumulant is zero
in this order. As before, for the Lagrangian correlations of the magnetic field,
we apply the Fourier transformation followed by the Corrsin factorization. In
this way, the sequential appearance of the Lagrangian correlations (through the
correlations of the trajectoiy) effectively generates a series of powers of /?2,
which we shall consistently truncate in order to get the final answer through
order yff4.

We now proceed to the explicit computation of the first three cumulants
through order /?2. Consider first the average of (3.1a):

= -\k\ tdt fV fdk'

/ r r r
x ( e x p i rfr{A;| + k^.b1[r(T)]}?;||(T) + tk^L. ^TT]±(T)

\ L it it ii i
(3.6)

It is sufficient to retain the second cumulant in the average, since the exponent
must be first order in /?2 (at most), and t]x is Gaussian. In addition, we observe
that the term

> = 0 (3.7)
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is equivalent to (2.56, c), when the average is extended to r/^ also. As explained
in §2, these terms are zero. The following form is obtained:

| j ^ ̂ ] . (3.8)
We skip the calculational details:

' ( 3 9 )

where
gL{t,t') = gL(t'-t) = gf±(T) = | i ( r + e - - l ) . (3.10)

T is normalized: T = y|< —£'|, and gx has dimension (length)2. Further trans-
formations of (3.9) will be performed later. Averages of the type (ac) are
calculated separately, in appendix C. We note here the important results

<ac> = 0, (3.11)

(acd)=0, (3.12)

and all terms of the same type are also zero. We now calculate terms arising
from the third cumulant:

TVx(T)Vy(T'). (3.13)

The steps are similar to those followed in appendix C (where the term <ac> is
treated in detail). We introduce the Fourier representation ofbx[r(t)], retain the
zeroth order in /?2, and perform the average over ijx y:

ddk'xVx(d)]^(T)^(T')Vexpp f ddk'yVy(d)^. (3.14)

We employ (C 11) from appendix C and obtain (3.14) by functional
differentiation:

<WA,,(0,r)][[ ^A , , ^ , / ) ] } , (3.15)
where A is related to the propagator A, (A 20) in appendix A, as follows:

A ( 0 e ) KAK e ) & K ( 0 ^ ) (3i6)
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andM'x means that the formula similar to (C 12) here contains k'±. Returning to
(3.13), we obtain

t'ij^ritf) \dkr
idk'xdk'ua(k'x,k

f
u,k\)

x exp U r dO k\ 9/,(0)l exp [ - lc'x
2

gi(t, t') - k'y
2

9l(t, t')]

ta)-lkx*xlviv(t1,t2,t,t')l (3.17)
where

(3.18)

\v(tvt2,t,t') = y\dr\ d0lu(6,T)\ . (3.19)

The dimension oiu is (time)2 and that of v is (time)4. We now examine the form
of the above expression, as a functional of y^t), in order to find a possible
simplification. Even before collecting all terms resulting from (3.2), we observe
that the general form of (2.5a), as a functional of i^, can be written as (for the
sake of simplifying the argument, we omit all coefficients, integrations etc.)

Ti ->V\\ V\\ e x P iV\\ + V\\ V\\ e x P (V\\)l

We decide to replace the outer exponential by its average. This approximation
is suggested by the calculation of averages of the type ^•j/expv/), where the
main contribution results from <?/?/>. The meaning and the practical importance
of this approximation are deeper, and will be discussed later. We make the
replacement

expjt r ddVlril{d)\-+ex-p[-le'l
agi(t,t')]. (3.20)

With this substitution, we obtain

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

\<^\l^, (3.24)
with the notation

= y dt\dt'Vl](t)Vll(t') iv(tv fa, t,t'),

We extend the approximation (3.20) to (3.9) as well:

[ ^ ] " ' . (3.26)
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The following factor also appears in the third cumulant:

<c*> = -2k*g±(t1,tt). (3.27)

It is easy to prove by direct computation that

This cancels the first term in (3.25), and appears as a manifestation of the
irreducible character of the cumulants (here, from the average <(ac2) we have
subtracted the product of the averages <a><c2>).

Collecting the results obtained above, (3.2) can be written as

exp[-fcl f'' dt \ dt'7jf(t)7il{{t')Q(t,t'))e^, (3.28)
L Jt, Jt, J

where

A is non-dimensional and Q has dimension (length)2.
Later, we shall show that the cumulants of order equal to or higher than 5

(i.e. fflL) are either zero or can be dropped in the range of parameters relevant
for us and inside the physically meaningful region in the (kL, T) plane.
Anticipating the result of this analysis, we shall suppress the contribution of 0tL.
To simplify the notation, we introduce

•At'). (3.31)

At this stage, (2.5a) has been transformed into

21 =

where

/ I / *9 I*'9 l^"> I \

(3.32)

Note that the mixing of k^ and kx arises only through the j/B averaging.

3.2. Average over the parallel collisional fluctuations

The functional method provides an exact expression for the average in (3.32).
This can be written as a series in powers of ft1 whose terms can be calculated
explicitly. However, in order to be consistent with the previous truncations, we
only give explicit expressions for the terms of order /?2 ((3.34) below). The
general structure of the higher-order terms will be obtained in §4. The main
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lines of the calculations are presented in appendix D, where we also include the
result of averaging only the exponential function appearing in (3.32). The
expressions for the first four cumulants are given, with a twofold purpose: to
serve as a term of comparison for the functional method and to give a hint of
the structure of the higher-order cumulants.

We first calculate in the functional approach the quantity

) \ (3.33)

The subscript J means that the functional action is modified as usual by a
perturbing current J, in order to obtain averages by functional differentiation
with respect to it. The result is

- \dt | dt' r(t,t')\i-^n(t,t')+P(t)P(t')]\eW], (3.34)

obtained through order /?2 in the exponent. The notation is

P(t)skt\ ddAn(6,t)+\ ddJk(d)Aki(d,t). (3.35)
Jt, Jo

Q[J] is the exponent appearing in (C 11), andilfj is given in (C 12). By functional
differentiations, we obtain

expt-ifcfgr^j.^exp - dt dtT(t,t')A(t,t')\
L Jt, Jt, J

x e x p L f 'dt\ 2dt'T{t,t') 'dd&{d,t) *dd'A{6',t')\
L J«, Jt, Jt, Jt^ J

x j a & . g - Vdt ydt'v{tj)[Mt^)A{t',t2)+A{tvt')'h'{t,t2)-\

v rt2 _ rt2 n2 n,
-kUl ddA(6,tl)-\ dt\ dt' d6A{tvt)T{t,t')A(t',d)

LJt, )ti Jt1 Jtt

ft, n2 rt2 _ -i
- dl\ dt' ddA{tx,t')T{t,t')A(d,t)\

Jtl Jtl Jt, J

r/Y2 _ rt2 ft, rt2

x d6A{d,t2)-\ dt\ dt' d6A(t2,t)r{t,t')A(t',6)
LJt, Jti Jt, J t,

- y dt Wdt' rd05(«2,Or(U')£M)|]. (3-36)

The following notation has been used:
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This result is correct within the approximation of retaining terms to order /?2 in
the exponent. In §4, some terms of higher order in /?2 will be added to this
expression, for a particular case. They belong to the set of terms arising from
the first four cumulants but they have not been included in (3.36) being of order
/?4. In addition, the sum of the contributions from the cumulants of order higher
or equal to five (denoted by ^ ) will also be examined in §4. Employing (3.31),
we arrive at the following formula for (2.5a):

x (h0-k\ ht-*1 h3-e1 -k\\ + k\ k\ ht + k\k\ hb + k\e2). (3.37)

The functions g^, gL, flt /2, <pj, <p2 and ho,...,hb all depend on (t1:t2) and their
expressions are given in appendix E. The functions ^ , e1 and e2 contain the
cumulants of order higher or equal to five from the T̂  averaging, and they will
be considered in the next section.

4. The structure of the higher-order terms and the limit of validity of
the truncations

4.1. The possibility of using truncations
To arrive at (3.37), we have performed averages of ex and eY, where X is a
function of the stochastic variables nxy, and Y depends on 7/B (see appendices
B and D). The first four cumulants have been written explicitly: (3.28) (through
order fp) and (D 6)-(D 10). The sums of higher (> 5) order cumulants are Sky

and ^| . Therefore in (3.28) and the following we only have formal expressions,
since £?x and ^ are series whose terms are not all known.

For any given set of plasma parameters, an unbounded range of variation of
the transverse wavenumber may give a finite MSD only if the radii of
convergence in the (kx, T) plane of the series of cumulants in (3.37) are infinite.
Later, it will be shown that the cumulants grow linearly in time, which makes
even more complicated the problem of convergence. However, in any real
situation the intervals of variation of k±_ and the time variable are bounded. In
this case (in contrast with the general, formally unrestricted case) the
parameters' contribution to the order of magnitude of the maximum values of
the cumulants becomes very important. We restrict attention to the cases
where the parameters effectively control the convergence properties of the
cumulant series within the physical (&X,T) domain.

We shall find the conditions for convergence and, since resummation is
possible only in the asymptotic T regime, we shall concentrate on a practical
formula resulting from truncation.

4.2. Higher-order terms from the nL averaging

In order to understand the structure of $?x> we reconsider the full series of
cumulants appearing from the T/± averaging, (3.2). Owing to the high
combinatorial complexity, we shall only concentrate on the main classes of
terms, and use what we have learned from the calculation of A and Q. Also, for
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simplicity, we limit the discussion to combinations of a and c (in the notation
of §3.1), since the corresponding terms with b and d replacing a and c
respectively can be obtained by similar derivations. Furthermore, it is clear
that at every order in /?2 and in every cumulant, those terms that depend on kx

and/or ky combine to form a certain power of k\, as shown in the case of Q in
(3.21)-(3.24).

The cumulants of X' = a + c are obtained from algebraic combinations of
correlations of the type (ancm}, with n and m positive integers. In particular,
there is a class of terms not containing a (zeroth order in f}2) from which the
cumulants of c arise. Since TJL is a centred Gaussian variable, only the second
cumulant is nonvanishing, and is expressed through the function gL, (3.10). We
conclude that only terms of the types <an) and (ancm}, with n #= 0, remain to
be calculated, and n + m^ 5 for <%x. In order to calculate these terms, we
develop a generalization of the method employed in appendix C for the
derivation of the expression for the functional 2£y (C 11). For an arbitrary n in
the exponent of the functional integral (C 6), we have a sum of n terms
containing //-like functions, (C 7), instead of a single term. Adapting the
substitutions (C 9) and (C 10), we obtain, after straightforward calculation,

<a«> = {-\k\yr ddA dd\...\ ddn dd'n
Jt, Jtl Jt, Jt,

where
(4-2)

d t \ d t ' A n ( t , t ' ) , q t i = v 2 \ d t \ d t ' A u ( t , t ' ) . (4.3)

We shall frequently use the following non-dimensional parameters:

The demonstration that (ac} = 0, performed in appendix C, is easily extended
to the more general case {anc2J+1) = 0. Then the only non-vanishing terms are
(a,nc21} (JI + 2/ ^ 5 and n =t= 0 for ^?x). We use functional differentiations of the
expression that generalizes 2£y After subtracting the products of the lower-
order cumulants with the appropriate multiplicity coefficients, we obtain an
irreducible (non-factorizable) expression that represents the generalization of
Q, (3.30):

2 p p aai aax...
A J J

where

dt I dt'An(t,t') (4.6)
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and fit is the adjoint matrix of Q. The numerical coefficients take into account
the combinatorial multiplicities. The contributions to the series of cumulants of
X', obtained above, can be summed:

. = ( - l ) « \dd1 \dd[... \ ddn \ d&n

x r<»>(<?1> d[,..., en, er
n) ^{dx) Vl(6[)... Vl(en)V{](d'n), (4.7)

where

11.2 ^ 2 2

AiDet£2±(DetQ,)i P [ 2 X ±P Detfi

In this equation we have already combined the terms that form powers of k\.
It is easy to recognize A and Q. in the first two terms of the expanded form of
F(1). Using the above equations, we obtain the following result of the TJ±

averaging:

[ f (-1)"
,̂ d\,...,6n, d'n) ]

From this expression, we should continue by the ij^ averaging, as shown in (2.8).
Recalling the practical purpose of our calculations, several simplifying
approximations can be introduced. First we note that in the expanded form
((4.9) and (4.8)) the sum of the cumulants can be ordered as a series of powers
of/?2 in which every term is a series of powers of p2. For confinement devices,
/?2 and p2 are both very small quantities, and a truncation of the series appears
possible. The problem is more complicated, however, since the series in p2 can
be summed, showing a slow exponential growth for very large time. From (4.8)
and using the asymptotic form of the functions (appendix E), we can estimate
the time elapsed before the effective onset of the exponential growth as p'1 (in
units of v'1). For the classical collisional regime, this is beyond the usual time
limits of stationarity of the magnetic turbulence. In addition, even if the
exponential growth is fully retained, the alternating signs of the terms in (4.9)
suggest that the series converges, as expected on physical grounds. We remark
that the dominant effect of the i\L collisions for times smaller than p~l is to
enhance the rate of decay in time of r<n>, (4.8), through the presence of
(DetQjJ"1, in contrast to their effect at large time. This double manifestation
of 7jx is related to the structure of the cumulant ^anc2ly. The first factor, an, is
a combination of Lagrangian correlations of the magnetic field, and the
collisions present in the structure of a contribute to the localization by
narrowing the region of correlation. The second factor, c21, arises from a
tranverse displacement that is different from a, and it combines with a OAving
to the averaging required in (2.8). In this case it provides the decay of the
magnetic Lagrangian correlations that appears in 7\. The mechanism is a fast
(exponential in time) growth of the function appearing with negative sign in the
exponent in (4.9). This conclusion is obtained by examining F(1>, since it is the
leading order in /?2. We shall simply truncate this double series by retaining the
terms through the order /?2p2 (which is Q). This leads us to define the function
F, (3.31), the truncated version of r(1>, and to arrive at (3.32).
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For later convenience, we introduce the non-dimensional function F:

VIt t'\ = II.2 m, riii i'\ t4 im

f (t,f) = y,{t, t')+p*xy3(t,t'), (4.11)
where

(4.12)

Here a: = &|[A^ and An is (as in (3.16)) the time-dependent function common
to the parallel and perpendicular propagators. We recognize A and £2 (up to the
factors shown in (4.7)) in y1 and y3 respectively.

In the framework defined by the Corrsin factorization and the approximation
consisting in the replacement (3.20), the main property that the function A (or
fj) preserves is that of having a finite integral (later denoted by /A) on the
physical time interval defined by Tmax ^ p"1. This appears as a reasonable
expectation for A, since it is, at first sight, an approximate version of the
Lagrangian correlations of the magnetic field (which we expect to have a
narrow support on the time axis, i.e. a finite time integral). However, the
function from which A arises (namely the untruncated r(1)) grows very fast at
large time, thus enhancing the decay and so the localization of the Lagrangian
correlation appearing in the expression for Tv (2.6). This simply shows the
physically obvious fact that the transverse collisions are able to destroy any
correlation if they have enough time. In the following (related to the truncation
(4.11)) we shall concentrate on the processes that control the dynamics on times
well inside the rmax region, since they dominate the behaviour of the MSD.

4.3. Higher-order terms from the v^ averaging

Pursuing this analysis, we can infer the general structure of the terms that
compose Sft^, (D 5). (Hereinafter we use the notation of appendix D.) We have
already mentioned (§3.2) that, using a functional identity (given in appendix
D), the expressions for s^j and s^ can be determined exactly. However, j ^ } for
J = 0 can also be found using simple considerations. The terms relying
exclusively on p, having a contribution of the form

M2m(k^m(Xiv-Thm(ti>h), (4.13)

are easily identified as the cumulants of p of order higher than two. They are
all zero, since y^ is Gaussian. Actually, the contributions from p alone are
immediately separated if we put F = 0 in (3.33), with the result that only the
first term in the exponent in (3.36) remains, as expected.

We conclude that ^ is composed of higher-order couplings of p and q. They
must be irreducible expressions, i.e. they must contain integrals that cannot be
factorized, as can be seen in (D 6), (D 7), (D 9) and (D 10). For each pair of ps,
a factor An (parallel propagator) appears, together with two time integrations
on its arguments, while for each q, we have one F and one An, and also two time
integrations. It is suggestive to introduce graphical symbols from which we can
build the general term using combinatorial rules (figure 1). It is obvious that
two distinct families of irreducible diagrams can be constructed with these
elementary components. The first, (B^), is easily identified as being the terms
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(b)

FIGURE 1. Diagrammatic representation of the higher-order cumulants obtained from the ^,
averaging, (a) The elementary constituents of the diagrams: the propagator An(M) and the
vertex T(t,t'). (b) The diagram of the term (AIT, (4.14). (c) The diagram of the term A(Ar)",
(4.15). The crosses mean integration over the time variables of the ends.

of the expansion in (D 4), i.e. of the type (FA)n. The other, (jSjf'), differs by a
new factor Au, which provides in the unique way possible the opening of the B™
sequence of the basic cell FA. It is of the type &|A(rA)n. Correspondingly, we
have the following two general types of structures (n ^ 3):

where

A A ddn\ n
Jtl

dn,e'n)£„(#;,ej, (4.16)

dn

dt\ ddA dffx...\ ddn\
t, Jt, Jtl J«, Jtl Jt,

x An(t, 6X) r(6lt d'x) An(0'v d2)... f(6n, d'n) An(6'n, t'). (4.17)

We have emphasized the dependence on the physical parameters by separating
the dimensionless functions of the normalized relative time coordinate, f^,/^
and f.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the discussion of the terms
included in 0^.

(i) ^ consists of two classes of contributions: one in which the terms do not
contain jfc|, and another in which each term has this factor. There are no
higher powers of &|.
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(ii) Since at every order n there is a factor (k\)n, the two classes of terms form
series in powers of k\.

(iii) Also, at order n there is a factor (/?2)n. Therefore these terms form series in
powers of ft1.

Recalling from appendix D the expressions for the lower (< 5) order
cumulants and exploiting the above results, we can finally address the problem
of the impact of these terms on (3.37), where they have not been included.

The first series in powers of A^A2 ,̂ n ° t containing A:2, modifies the
corresponding part in the exponent in (3.37) by adding the following
contributions:

A± n-3 n

Similarly, the series that multiplies kj gives the contribution

n - 3

For graphical economy we have introduced a simpler but less systematic
notation for the functions arising from the first four cumulants. Comparing
(3.37) with the expressions obtained in this section, one can easily identify the
following: g^ is/^2);/2 and<p2 arise from/j12* in which f is replaced by its formula;
f2 corresponds to the term to y1 (i.e. A), and q>2 to y3 (i.e. Q.). Similarly,/x and
<px arise from /j11' by the same replacement of f (fx from yv and <px from y3).
Further, / 3 is f^ in which f is truncated at yv and /4 is /^2> with the
same truncation of f. In addition, these functions have physical parameters as
coefficients, and their dimensions are given in appendix E.

In summary, after performing the rj^ averaging, we replace f by (4.10) in the
first and the third cumulants of Y, while in all other cumulants we replace f by
the first term of this formula. The obvious reason for this approximation is the
occurrence of new factors /?2 in all the higher cumulants.

4.4. Range of validity of the truncations

It is now possible to combine the results obtained so far, i.e. the basic expression
(3.37) and the higher-order contributions (4.18) and (4.19). We shall concentrate
on the exponent, since it is essential for the convergence of the spectral
integrals.

Taking into account the exponential part of the spectrum, we write the
expression containing k\ in the exponent in (3.37):

E^= -\k\X\E, (4.20 a)
where

E
1-2

i Au

(4.206)
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E is a function of the spectral variable kL e [0, oo) and of the normalized relative
timer = y|/2 —<j|e[0, oo). Any truncated version of E must remain positive over
the region that we consider as physically meaningful in the (k±,r) plane. The
following analysis is intended to find the conditions for the parameters that,
combined with the a priori limitations on the spectrum and time variables,
specify the range of validity of the approximations made on E, i.e. the
reliability of the results based on truncations of E.

The large-r behaviour of the functions//3) is given in appendix E, and we can
evaluate the magnitude of the Zth-order term EL(T) in the asymptotic regime:

,1+1

} r. (4.21)

It reaches its maximum value at the limits of the physical domain. The
requirement that it be in this case negligible relative to the first term in E
yields:

f i ->A /,,A2\l/((+l)

where a;max = (kfAK)2A2
x. In this case the maximum value of the ratio of two

consecutive terms in E, of orders l+l and I respectively, is

xmaxs4l, (4.23)

where we have introduced the notation

For the range established above, s is a small quantity, as results from the
large-? limit of the condition (4.22). In the domain of the parameters specified
by (4.23) we can confine our analysis to the truncated version of E:

^ . (4.25)

Hereinafter, we omit the prime and introduce for simplicity the following
notation:

x = k\X\,

, with li = ^ , (4.26)

*l = e»T, (4.27)
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We have used the expressions obtained in appendix E for T §> 1. The
function

E(X,T) = l+fiT-e$TX+(-elTi + e{T)x2 (4.29)

is positive and has no real roots for

^ (4-30)

When this condition is only marginally satisfied, the following restriction
emerges on the range of the normalized spectral variable:

4 1
x<--. (4.31)

n s

We see that this is essentially (4.23), which in turn is a limiting form of (4.22).
We can conclude that in the range of parameters specified by (4.23) it is possible
to use the truncated expression (4.25) over the physical region in the (kx,r)
plane. Since the series e1 and e2 result by functional differentiation from the
series in the exponent, they can be neglected under the same conditions as
above.

5. The integrals over the spectrum
We now return to (3.37), with the integrand modified according to the

discussion in §4:

T, = \dkJLdk:,/32^^
J (27T)5

kl)(h1-klhi-k\h5)], (5.1)
where

and E is given by (4.23). We first integrate over the parallel spectrum, and
obtain

71= \kL dkL A\ /P exp ( - §F± A\ G)

(5.3)

This expression is further integrated numerically over the spectrum of the
transverse fluctuations. It is instructive, however, to perform an analytical
integration of an approximate form of (5.3). With the condition (4.21) fulfilled,
we have a significant disparity in the magnitudes of the terms retained in the
expression of E. This suggests an expansion taking both e1 and e2, (4.25) and
(4.26), as small relative to a0. Then (5.3) becomes

-u^ + zHu^-u,)), (5.4)
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with the notation
/ 9v7..\ h

TT> (5-5)

uo = •

Al \ Af

We have listed the functions resulting from the expansion, but have excluded
combinations of order JP or higher.

Performing the integration in (5.11), we obtain a consistent approximation of
the main term through order [P:

AlAiri_24(Vi-/s)

_f_ /» I j^ _j !i I _|- —

A i r
where

The MSD can be obtained from Tx calculated either numerically from (5.3) or
analytically with the approximate formula (5.12). Tx is a function of t1 and t2

symmetric about tt = t2, i.e. it depends on the relative time T. The full
expression of the MSD must also include the term T4, which is the usual
transverse diffusion:

f' . (5.14)
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6. Applications of the general formula
We can recover from the analytical expression obtained above, (5.12), some

previously known results as limiting or particular cases.

6.1. The linear case
When the magnetic field depends only on z (the case usually called 'linear'), we
can take the limit as A±-»- oo and obtain from (5.12)

2 "T-l)j2

This is the equation obtained by Balescu et al. (1994). When it is integrated over
relative time, it gives an asymptotic evolution of the MSD (Ax\y proportional
to the square root of time (the regime known as 'subdiffusive'). From our
treatment, it is obvious that on removing the Lagrangian nonlinearity (Ax -> oo),
we simultaneously suppress any effect of n^ on the term Tt. This is to be
expected, since t]L effects can only propagate through the nonlinearity (apart
from the trivial contribution x±t> which is not included in (2.5a)).

6.2. The subdiffusive case
When the Lagrangian nonlinearity is taken into account, but the perpendicular
collisions are neglected (#j_-*0), we obtain from the full expression

This is the answer to the subdiffusive problem in the presence of finite
transverse variations of the magnetic field, i.e. the 'nonlinear subdiffusive' case.
The nonlinearity is represented here in the approximation that defines (5.12).

6.3. The Kadomtsev-Pogutse regime
We shall calculate the explicit form of the dispersion <Ax^> in the case when
only the first-order effect of the transverse collisions is retained. In this case
(5.12) gives

where t is dimensional (time) and

a = + (6 4)
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Performing the time integrations, we find (apart from various subdiffusive
terms, in particular (6.1)) that the dispersion behaves diffusively:

JLjL (6.5)

where IA is given by (E 18), since in this case the second term in a is negligible
and a reduces to p. Returning to the physical parameters, (6.5) reads

^ | (6-6)

We have obtained the diffusion coefficient of the Kadomtsev-Pogutse regime.

7. Discussion
The analytical treatment developed in the present work leads to a certain

function defined in (k, r) space, whose integral over the spectrum of the
magnetic fluctuations and over time gives the MSD. The expression for this
function (the integrand of (3.37)) contains summations of infinite numbers of
terms. Each individual contribution (which is essentially a cumulant) diverges
both as |k±|-> oo and as T-> OO. In very general terms, this may be interpreted
as a manifestation of the fact that in the Langevin approach (compared with
the fluid or kinetic approaches) one can find the same complexity of the problem
of plasma turbulence, from weakly random behaviour to the formation of quasi-
coherent structures. Obviously, the particular statistical properties that we
have assumed for the primary stochastic processes (b,r)pt)L) reduce the
diversity of the evolutions that we can expect to encounter. However, they do
not seem able to ensure convergence in all cases. To illustrate this point, we
return to the exact expression for the average (3.33), i.e. to s^j, which for J = 0
will be denoted by J^ . For simplicity, we consider the lowest truncation r~*-y1

(very weak transverse collisionality), and, using (4.12) and (4.13), we get

x)*fY\T)-l((oxffl\T)+ ...], (7.1)
where w = ̂ X\\/v^\- Replacing the asymptotic forms of these functions, we
obtain

4, « exp{-i&f AJM1 - i
xexv{-ajXT(l-IA)-T[«)xIA-l(a>xIA)2+Uu)xIA)3-...]}, (7.2)

where IA is given in (E 19) (compatible with the truncation of f). In appendix
E we express IA as the integral of an approximate form of the Lagrangian
correlation of the magnetic field. The fact that it is a finite quantity has a clear
physical meaning, and it is independent of the approximation (3.20). We note
the relation

wIA = s. (7.3)
The domain of parameters specified in §4.4 (4.21) lies inside the common circle
of convergence of the above series, and we can write, in the asymptotic T range,

exp(-i/fc2A2/iT—!— Jexp[-waT(l- /A)-Tln(l+sa;)] . (7.4)
\ 1 + SXJ
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In this regime, where convergence is ensured, we used truncations (§5) that
allow us to retain the exact (i.e. not asymptotic) form for the functions. It
clearly results that for a large domain of the parameter space, where sx > 1, the
resummation is questionable, since we are beyond the radius of convergence.
We can only say that from the compact expressions in (7.4), valid in the large-r
regime, one can obtain the above series through a formal Taylor expansion.

In this context, we make a general comment on the case s J> 1. It characterizes
the Rechester-Rosenbluth (RR) regime, where a diffusion coefficient has been
obtained using intuitive arguments. We remark that their reasoning has the
nature of a 'two-point' analysis, because the exponential separation of the
magnetic lines refers to their relative behaviour. Moreover, the physical nature
of the exponentiation is not specified by the model itself, but is assumed as a
given property. It is not obvious how it can be obtained in a one-particle
approach. However, some interesting observations can be made.

First, we note that the transverse displacement is governed (in a statistical
sense) by the correlations of the perpendicular collisions or of the perpendicular
displacements due to the combination of 6 and X\\- They are represented by the
functions g± and/x respectively in (5.2). For s P 1, the second largely dominates
the first. We further observe that the condition s P 1 is the opposite of (4.23),
and excludes any truncation of E. In this case we have

s% w exp(sar — rlns). (7.5)

We recall that xs P 1, with a large disparity between the magnitudes of the
factors. This is because x is limited by the effective support of the spectrum to
a few units, while s is many orders of magnitude for typical parameters in this
regime. For this reason, we have neglected the variation brought by In a; in the
spectral (x) integration as compared with other terms. The striking feature of
(7.5) consists in revealing an exponential increase in time of the MSD. There is
a certain similarity between the analytical effects of the singularity determined
by (7.5) and the exponentiation invoked by RR. Here, the 'separation'
(transverse displacement) is due to an almost coherent action of the successive
scatterings, shown by the large magnitude of each cumulant for s P 1. This
process can be seen as an alternative to the exponentiation introduced by RR.
As in the latter treatment, here there is no internal mechanism that could stop
this process.

Returning to (5.1), we discuss the meaning of the apparent change in the
spectrum, as suggested by the replacements

fAf-^AfS, fAi^AiS. (7.6)
We have here a sort of renormalization of the width of the spectrum, i.e. the
particle in its moving frame 'sees' the spectrum in k space weighted by
functions that depend on the relative time T. This must be understood in a
dynamical sense: the particle position at a certain moment of time is influenced
by processes that may actually need a long time to reach a significant level. In
a truncation scheme these processes appear in decreasing order of their ability
to influence the MSD.

In the following the discussion is limited to the truncated versions of E and
G. We recall that the functions g^, g^f^fz and/4 have an asymptotic behaviour
linear in time. For larger relative times, t^ — t1 > v~l, the correlation (i.e. (2.5a))
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FIGURE 2. The graph of the function T^T), showing the long negative tail.

is less and less affected by the shorter wavelengths; or, more properly, for the
processes that need longer time evolution, only the longest wavelengths in the
spectrum make a significant contribution to the MSD. This is an essential effect
of the Lagrangian nonlinearity of the problem. The functions gp gx, fvf3 and
/4 induce for the Lagrangian correlation of the magnetic field in (2.5a) a faster
decay in k space than that of the Eulerian correlation. This effect is an apparent
increase in the spatial correlation of the magnetic field, as if the particle were
more closely aligned to the fluctuating field. Then it 'sees' a more correlated
field. There results a decrease in diffusion, leading in the limit to the
subdiffusive case (§6.2).

The functions/2 and (plt(p2 are related to a combination of the effects of the
correlations in the parallel motion and of the correlations of the transverse
deviations. The essential feature of these apparently residual contributions is
that they have an opposite sign compared with the other terms in the exponent
in (3.37). They can provide a saturation of the decrease of the diffusion
associated with the superposition of only the parallel particle dynamics and the
magnetic fluctuations.

We can interpret the mixing from which /2 and (p1;<p2 arise as the
manifestation of the correlation between the parallel and the transverse
motions. Recalling the previous physical picture, we remark that this process
induces a limitation in the enhancement of the Lagrangian correlation (or in the
narrowing of the k^ spectrum). Moreover, since this contribution involves
factors like k\, this limitation is even more effective if the magnetic field has fast
transverse variations. This is understandable, because the coupling of the
parallel and transverse correlations provides the possibility for the particle to
sample the transverse variations of the field, and accordingly to decrease the
effect of the 'alignment' discussed above.

We have found that Tx as a function of time has a positive, rapidly decaying
part near T = 0 and a long negative tail (figure 2). For the case ^x->-0, the
surface area of the positive and the negative parts of the graph are equal, and
the time integral of Tx(r) vanishes. This is the origin of the suppression of
diffusion leading to the asymptotic 'square root of V dependence of the MSD
(§6.1). One can see that any modification of this rather special equilibrium can
induce diffusive behaviour. This is shown by the derivation of the Kadomtsev-
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FIGURE 3. The time-varying diffusion coefficient ('running diffusion coefficient'). In this
example it tends asymptotically to the Kadomtsev-Pogutse value.

Pogutse result (figure 3), where the last factor in the integrand in (6.3) modifies
the large-r part (i.e. the negative tail).

Note that the collisionless regime (with X\\ -*• 0) cannot be obtained from the
present treatment. This is because the fluctuating parallel velocity y^ cannot
become a deterministic velocity at the limit of very rare collisions.

We also draw attention to the importance of the spectrum of the magnetic
fluctuations. For example, the spectrum of purely two-dimensional turbulence,
which preserves the divergence-free condition, significantly affects the influence
of the long wavelengths on the final result. A special study of its effect is in
progress.

8. Conclusions
We have obtained a general expression for the MSD of a test particle in a

collisional plasma and in a confining magnetic field having stochastic transverse
components. The analysis reveals the way in which the higher-order correlations
(from the coupling of the stochastic processes through the Lagrangian
nonlinearity) appear in the final answer. It is shown that these influences are
individually unbounded if we allow for infinitely fast transverse variation of
the field and for infinite time of observation. Restriction to a physically
meaningful domain provides finite effects, but can ensure the convergence of
the series of cumulants only with additional limitations on the range of
variation of the plasma parameters. A two-point analysis may be necessary for
describing particle transport outside this range.
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Appendix A
We present here a systematic approach, based on functional methods, that

allows us to calculate averages of functions depending on a stochastic quantity.
The latter must be defined as a solution of a Langevin-type equation, with a
noise having specified statistics. We use as the basic reference for the
introduction and the application of this method the work of Spineanu et al.
(1994).

Both TJ1 and ^ are fluctuating particle velocities whose statistical properties
can be obtained in the frame of the functional approach after the introduction
of an appropriate Gaussian white noise (see Balescu et al. 1994):

W, (Al)

where <<*(<)> = 0,

<a(<) <*(«')> = 2Dd(t-t'). (A 2)

The probability functional is

i F 1 / F \
expI - i \ dtk(t)[?/(«) + vr)(t)]\(expi\ dtk(t)a(t)). (A3)

I Jo J \ Jo /
Using (A 2), this can be written as

0>[ri{t)} = 2>[k{t)} exp * I dt {- k(t) [?)(<) + vrj(t)] + iDk\t)} . (A 4)

This allows us to calculate averages of quantities depending on i)(t). For
example,

xp * | dt{-exp * | dt{-k{t)[?h(t) + i>?h(t)] + iDk2{t)} . (A 5)

Note the difference between the variables k^ and kL and the function k(t). This
avei'age is calculated in appendix C.

Before going into the details of the calculations, we make the important
observation that the normalization constant of &\?){t)\ is 1. To show this, we
begin by supposing that it is N:

P[V(W = jf J W ) l exP [» r dti - k(t) [v(t) + vv(t)] + iDk2(t)}], (A 6)

and the condition of normalization is

L (Al).
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The functional integral is performed by integrating around the path [vo(t), ko(t)]
that extremizes the 'action'

SP = dt{ — k(t)[y(t) + i>v(t)] + iDk2(t)}. (A 8)
Jo

The Euler-Lagrange equations are

' -v 2iD\ lr)\

Denoting b}' A the 2 x 2 matrix in (A 9), we find from the equa-
tion det(A — Al) = 0 the eigenvalues A1 2 = +y, corresponding to the two
eigenvectors

E+(t) = I v_\ e»\ E~(t) = Q e - * . (A 10)
\iDl

The 'path' in [v(t), k(t)] function space that extremizes the action Sf must be of
the form

E0(t) = aE+(t) + /3E-{t), (Al l )
with a and /? arbitrary. The value of the functional integral is obtained by
expanding the action around this path:

j
(A12)

E0(t)

The linear term in the above expansion is zero at the extrema of Sf. It is known
that for a quadratic action the value of the functional integral in (A 7) is

ei5"[£o(()]. ( A ] 3 )

i.e. it is sufficient to calculate the action on the path E0(t). In this particular
case, however, the path E0(t) must be trivial, i.e.

a = 0, p = 0, (A 14)

since otherwise it would be divergent both as t^> — oo and as t-> co. (We recall
that, although we have adopted formal limits (0, T) in (A 3), they can be
extended to ( — 00,00).) Then, with the trivial path E0(t) = 0, the action is

D#o(O] = 0' a n d w e obtain

''•fc] = 1, ( A 15)
1V J

o r

e ] = 1, i.e. JV=1. (A 16)
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We now go further in the development of this functional approach. Since we are
interested in averages of products of 97s, we shall obtain them by functional
differentiation with respect to a 'perturbing current' J, by an appropriate
modification of the action functional. We first define the generating functional

Z3 = S>[r]{t)] 9[k{t)] e x p \ i \ dt{- k(t) [i]{t)
rr

i dt{-l
Jo

(A 17)

This functional integral must be performed explicitly, and this imposes the
requirement of finding the path that extremizes the action. The Euler—Lagrange
equations are

(A 18)

= vk(t)-JS).

We omit several details of the calculation of Z}, and give the final expression

Z3 = exp Ui dt\ dt' Jk(t) Akl(t, t') Jt(t') (A 19)
L Jo Jo J

(with summation over k, I = 1,2). Here the propagator that will be used in the
following calculation is:

i ft i TJ

An(t,t') = — evt'"t'Q(t'-t)+—e-*+*'®(t-r), (A 20)

where 0 is the Heaviside function:

We can now obtain averages of products of i](t), with various time arguments,
by taking functional derivatives of Z3 with respect to the appropriate current
Jt(t). The simplest application is

j=o

~~i~i 2 " l! 2 ~ 7 C 2 ~*X\\l'e ' ' ( '

where we have assumed, as usual, that t2 > ti.

Appendix B

In this appendix we calculate in detail the fourth-order cumulant appearing
in (3.2), in order to emphasize the internal structure of the terms contributing
to it.
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\

X X X X
FIGUEE 4. Symbolic representation of the terms arising in the expansion

of the fourth correlation in cumulants, (B 1).

We introduce the notation

and write the fourth-order cumulant in the symbolic form

(Bl)

where A, B, C and D consist of graphical symbols and are represented in figure
4. Isolated points represent averages:

<X> = (a + b + c + d} = <a> + <6>

(all averages are performed over vx), and the points connected by lines
represent cumulants of the corresponding order.

We begin by examining the first term:

<A"4> = (.(a + b + c + d)4}

. (B 2)

Since a and b are of order /?2, all terms containing products and/or powers of a
and/or b higher than 1 must be neglected. Then only the last two terms of (B 2)
survive:

+ <c4 + 4c3d + 6c2d2 + 4cd3 + d4>

^ > ! (B3)

where we have taken into account that an odd number of cs or ds in a term gives
zero when averaged. This is a straightforward generalization of the proof that
(ac) = 0, given in appendix C.

The next term in (B 1), i.e. the first term, A, in the curly brackets, is

(B 4)

which is neglected since it is of order /?8.
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The term B that contains one second-order cumulant is of the type

(B 5)

2 (B 6)

and finally, the term D with a triple cumulant is

This is of order /?" at least, and can be neglected as well.
The term C containing two second-order cumulants is

Here we need the explicit form of the third cumulant of X, which has been
calculated previously, (3.5):

(B8)

The terms in (3.5) that contain only one c or d are zero (as shown in appendix
C), and have been omitted here. Since (a + b + c + d) = <a> + <6>, we find that
the result of (B 7) must be of order y?4 at least, and can also be neglected.

Taking into account the multiplicity of the terms that give a non-vanishing
contribution, the result can be written as

i*<*4> = ^«c4> + <d4> + 6<c2rf2>-3<c2>2-6<c2><rf2>-3<rf2>2). (B9)

Since i\z and rjy are independent and have identical statistical properties, the
following equalities hold:

. (B l l )

Then we obtain a more detailed form for the fourth cumulant:

24

^

We observe that this expression contains the fourth cumulant of

\~3I VllT4/

( B 13
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This is precisely the integrand of (B 12). On the other hand, the fourth
cumulant of the variable yx is zero (since it has Gaussian statistics), and we
conclude that the fourth-order cumulant of the variable X is zero in the
approximation where only the terms of the order /?2 are retained.

Appendix C
In this appendix we develop the applications of the functional method that

are necessary in the main text. Particular attention is devoted to detailed
calculation of terms like

appearing in (3.4), in order to construct a more general approach for this kind
of expression.

We first note that the magnetic fields in (C 1) have Lagrangian arguments,
which can be written more explicitly if we use the Fourier transform and the
formal solutions of the equations of motion. We obtain

ft, ft, ft, f
<ac> = -\{ikxf dt dt' dt" \dk'

Jt, Jt, Jt, J

xpj* J dr[k[7}[]{r) + k'L. bJrfT^Ml + tkl. J dr^(T)\V

We use the approximation consisting in truncating at second order the series of
cumulants in the average of the exponential. This is consistent with the
ordering in /?2 that we have adopted as the major approximation scheme in this
problem. Here, /?2 terms must be ignored, since they appear in the exponent of
an exponent, and are multiplied, at each level, by /?2 (they would produce a
term of order /?* in the final expression). We obtain

(ac) = -\{ikxf \*dt f'dt' ydt" \d\a'Ldk\^{V:L,k\)e^\i j dTAJ^r)

x/expTt^ dTk'xVx(r)]rix(t")\ /exp[iJ drk'yVy(T)l) r,^)^'). (C 3)

The second average can be performed immediately:

expp f drk'yVy(T)Jj =exp[-£;2</1(T)]. (C 4)

This can be obtained directly by using the cumulant expansion and the
Gaussian statistics of the variable yy. Below we shall obtain (C 4) by functional
methods, as a particular application. The notation introduced is

| ; - l ) , (C5)

where T is the time variable normalized to v'1.
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In order to apply the functional method described in appendix A, we
introduce

(C 6)I dt[-

where
H(t) = Q(t-t1)Q(t2-t) (C7)

(see also figure 1). We recall that K is a constant (e.g. a wavenumber), while lc(t)
is the functional variable conjugate to i)(t) in (C 6). To calculate 3?s as in
appendix A, we make the important remark that the exponent of the functional
to be averaged in (C 6) is linear in 1/, as are the terms containing the currents
J. Then we can simply modify the currents and obtain

J I Jo

= exp ̂  f dt J T df J't(t) Av(t, t') J'}(t')],

where we have made the substitutions

(C 8)

(C9)

J'2 = J2, (C 10)

and Ay(M') are propagators, of which only Au(t,t'), given in (A 20), will be
necessary for the calculations below. Returning to J(t), we have

f p
x e x p j i dt\ dt'K&u(t,

I Jtl Jo

\ dt dt'Jk(t)hkn{t,t')Jn{t')
Jo Jo

(Cll)

This is a useful formula.
As an application, we calculate

Also, we easily obtain
(C12)

dt kx H(t) An(«,«,

(C 13)
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In this formula we have introduced the normalized time T = v\t2 — <J. We use
this functional to calculate the first average in (C 3):

j
Zv

Assuming that t < I', the last integral need a separate calculation in the
following situations:

t" <t< t',

t<t" < t', (C 15)

t<t'< t".
T h e r e s u l t is

iu{t,t',t")= • 2 - e - " < r - t ) - e - " < t ' - r ) (t<t"<f), ( C 1 6 )

e-Ht-n_e-Hf-n (t"<t<t').

An analogous result is obtained for t > t'. Then, we have

, ( ' / ) • (C17)

It is easier to reach the final conclusion if the spectral integration is given in
detailed form:

-\{ikxf [dt [df \dt" \dk\ [dk'x fd^expl"* f dTk'

^ (C 18)

The above integral contains as a factor the integrals

k'xk'xBxp{-K*[fr± + gL(T)]} [" dA;exp{-A;s[JAi + j7±(
J-00

= 0. (C 19)

This is a trivial consequence of the odd symmetry of the integrand in the first
integral. The broader conclusion is that averages of an odd number of factors
like c and d are zero.

Appendix D
We give here some details of the calculation of the average over the parallel

collisions. We begin by describing in general terms the approach adopted for the
calculation of the average in (3.37). This is essentially performed in the
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functional frame presented in appendices A and C. Since the term in the
exponent containing two rj^s also contains two singular functions of the type H
(see (C 7)), it is not possible to find a path that extremizes the action and that
is continuous and differentiable. On the other hand, this term is quadratic, and
it is no longer possible to employ a transformation like (C 9), (C 10). We
therefore choose to treat this term as a nonlinearity, i.e. we calculate

/ f P2 P2 P2 1
= ( exp UkA dt7fl}{t)-\ dt\ dt'T{t,t')i]^t)7j^t)\

The latter average has been calculated in appendix C, and the result is given by
(C 6) and (C 11). Treating T as a vertex is compatible with its small magnitude
(it is of order /?2). Instead of performing a diagrammatic expansion, we can use
the following identity, which is specific to the functional method (Amit 1984):

(D2)

where F and A are operators. Sum over indices and integrations over time
variables are implied. Here we have

- 2 P dt f' df r(t, t')\ (D 3)

and the only component of A is the propagator An. Using this identity and
(C 11), we obtain the exact expression for (D 1) and further for the average in
(3.32), after suitable functional differentiations. We first find the general
expression of the higher-order terms, since they will be necessary for estimating
the order of magnitude. For this purpose, we employ the operator identity

- T r l n ( l - i ' A ) = £ - T r [(F&)n). (D 4)

The expressions derived in these calculations can be checked by the comparison
with the result of the 'classical' averaging procedure (i.e. direct evaluation of
the cumulants in (D 1) after taking J = 0). Further, we only keep in the
exponent terms of order /?2. This is (3.39). We note that only the functional
approach is able to calculate (3.37) and that the averaging through the series of
cumulants serves here for comparison in a simpler case. However, we consider
it useful to give some details of the ' classical' averaging results. This will help
in understanding the structure of the higher-order cumulants (4.14) and (4.15).

We start from (3.33) with J = 0, and introduce notation similar to that of
appendix B:

''~dtVM), (D5)

= - \ dt\ dtT(t,t')Vll(t)ih(t'), (D6)

Y=p + q. (D7)
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The general formula is

In the calculation of the first four cumulants, we shall obtain all functions
appearing in the exponent in (3.37), as well as new functions. The latter are of
order (P, and have not been included there. Skipping the details of the
calculations, we only give the results (we use the notation introduced for
(3.36)):

<y> = - dt\ dtT(t,t')A(t,t'). (D9)
Je, Je,

Replacing F by its expression (3.36), the above formula generates the functions
/j and <£>j appearing in (3.42), whose expressions are given in appendix E.

The second cumulant is

= -\k\ dt dt'A(t,t')

dt\ dt' dr\ dT'T{t,t')A{t',T)T{T,T')A{T',t'). (D 10)
Je, Je, J e,

The first term leads to the function g^ in (3.42), while the second is of order /?4

and has not been included in (3.37). Tor later convenience, we express this term
for the particular case T(t,t') = A(<, t') (i.e. Q = 0) as k\f3(tltt2). It can be seen
as a /?4 correction to the function (p1 in (3.42).

The next cumulant is

1 p2 fh ft, ft,
_ < ; p > = jfcjH dt\ dt' dr\ dT'A(t,T)r(T,T')A(T',t'), (D 11)
3- Je, Je, Je, Je,

which gives rise to the functions/2 and <p2.
The calculation of the fourth cumulant is here more complicated than that of

appendix B, since the relevant contributions arise from averages of products of
six ?/||S. They require many more terms than those shown symbolically in figure
4. To order /f?4, the result is

I rt2 n, « 8 rt2 rt2 rt2

- 7 < y 4 > = (-/fcf) dt\ dt' dr\ dr' \ dd \ d&
4 ! Je, Je, Je, Je, Je, Je,

x A(t, T) F(T, T') 5(T', 6) F(d, ff) A{d', f). (D 12)

Again restricting attention to the particular case Q = 0, we write

\ = I — P i If4 f It t 1 (T) 131

This term is a /?4 correction to the function <p2 in (3.42). The higher-order terms
are discussed in §4.
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Appendix E
We list here the expressions for the functions appearing in (3.37). All are

functions of (tl!t2), and since they are symmetric, they actually depend on
T = v\t2 —/J. Also are shown the dimensions and the order in fi2.

fx= f'd* rW5(U')A(M') (length2) (/?2), (El)
Jt, Jt,

rt2 rt2

<p1= dt\ At' A(t,t')Q.(t,t') (length4) (y?2), (E 2)
Jt, Jt,

rt2 rt2 p 2 p 2

/2 = At I At' dd&(d,t)\ dd'A(6',t')A{t,t') (length4) (/?2), (E 3)
Jtl Jt, Jtl Jtl

n2 rtt rt2 rt2

(p2= \ dt\ At' A6A{d,t)\ Ad'A(d',t')Q.[t,t') (length6) (/?2), (E 4)

/ 3 = \dt\ *dt' \2dT\AT'A(t,t')A(t,T)A(T,T')A(T',t') ( length)4 (0*), (E 5)
J«, Jt, J«! J«,

p 2 p 2 r*2 r«2 p 2 r«2
/4 = dt\ dt' dr di' dd dd'

Jt, Jt, Jt, Jt, Jt, Jt,

x[A(t,T)A(T,T')A(T',6)A(d,6')A(d',t')] (length6) (/S4), (E 6)

ho- A(<1;«2) (length2 time"2) (/8°), (E 7)

fi!** \dd\d0'&{O,t1)M6',tt) (length4 time"2) (/3°), (E 8)
Jt, Jt,

h2 = | dt \
t, Jt,

(length4 time"2) (^2), (E 9)

(length4 time"2) (^2), (E 10)

2 P 2

+ A(t2,t')A(t,t')A(t,d)]

\ 2

(length6 time"2) (/?2), ( E l l )
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'd8A{d,t,)\\ I'dtl'dt' \ *de[A{t2>t)n(t,t')A(t',d)
J Ut, Jt Jt,

+ A(t2,t')&(t,t')A(t,d)]\

I f f * 2 f*2 T2

d0A(d,t2) | dt\ dt' dd[A(tvt)Q{t,t')A(t',d)

+ A(tvt')Q.(t,t')A(6,t)]\ (length6 time"2) (^2). (E 12)
J

We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of some of the above
functions, since this appears as an essential problem when we examine the
validity of a truncation in (4.20).

E.I. The large-time behaviour
(a) We start by observing that the double time integral of the propagator An

leads to linear behaviour at large T (i.e. \t2 —1^\ §> v~l). This is shown analytically
by the expression for g^(t1!t2) or gx{h'h)' (3.10). The intuitive picture is the
following: A11(t,t') (see (3.16)) is non-zero only in a very thin region (of width
v"1) around the diagonal of the square (t1;t2) x (tl!t2) in the (t,f) plane. The
integral of the function on the square area is equivalent to a single integral of
a pulse-like function of width v~l and amplitude 1, with a variable of integration
s defined along the diagonal t = t'. The result is equal to the length of the
segment on the diagonal. This is the source of the linear behaviour.

This picture helps in understanding the asymptotic behaviour of/2. Here we
have two double integrals on Ans, and we are led to introduce two time-like
variables s and s' along the diagonals of the squares in the (6, t) and (0', t') planes
respectively. However, the two integrals (over s and s') are not independent,
because of the presence of A. With a change of variables, f2 can be expressed as

Jo Jo
/2(T) « \ ds \ ds'A(s,s'). (E 13)

Jo Jo
Since A, (3.29), depends only on \s — s'\ and decays at large values of the
argument (compared with v~l, but inside the observation time interval), the
second integral is finite and independent of s. We conclude that in the
asymptotic region T P 1,/2(T) is linear in T. In order to determine the slope, we
first factor out the physical constants,

MT) = mxlv-1)tMT), (E14)

and perform analytically the time integrals involved in (E 13). The result
confirms the asymptotic linearity, giving

/ « ( T ) « / A T , (E15)
with

where /t = X\\/V^t a n d P — Xklv^±- Equation (E 16) is valid for p> /i. For the
limiting case p P /.i, we obtain the particular form
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In the opposite case, p < /i, the result is

/ , « rj--arctan ^ rl, (E 18)

and in the limit p <̂  fi,

This analysis can also be applied to the function /4. Now we have three
identical squares: {t1,t2) x (tltt2) lying in the (t,T), (T',6') and (d',f) planes, and
correspondingly three variables s, s' and s" along the diagonals. The fact that
the integral of A is bounded allows us to find the following asymptotic
behaviour:

/4(T) = I ds f ds'A(s,s') I ds"A(s',s") = \ ds'A(s,s')\ T,
Jo Jo Jo Uo J

or, after factoring out the physical coefficients,

OVA (E20)
with IA as determined above.

(6) The fact that A connects through its time arguments the integrals along
the diagonals (e.g. s and s') appears as a basic element for the applicability of
this analysis. We remark that the asymptotic behaviour oif1 is determined by
the double time integral of An, since A(t, t') is constant (and maximum) along
the diagonal of the square (tlt t2) x {tv t2). A(t, t') decays on both sides of the line
t = t', like An(t,t'), but comparatively much more slowly (algebraically versus
exponentially). The strong localization of the integrand around the diagonal is
determined mainly by Au, and we essentially recover the result that the
integral is the length of a segment along this line. This leads to linear behaviour.
The same is true for the function/3, where the group of the last three factors in
the integrand (AnAAn) ensures (as in the case of the function /2) that the
integrand is strongly localized around the diagonal in the (t, t') plane. The first
factor in the integrand, A(t, t'), is constant along this line, and the result is again
proportional to the length of the diagonal, i.e. it is linear in T. We note as a
particular feature of this case that the analytical expression for the slope
contains only a single factor IA, i.e. it is one less than the number of As present
in the integrand. Since/3 has the same structure as/^1', this feature will also be
found for the latter functions.

(c) Without repeating the steps of the above qualitative argument, we can
conclude that the functions /£ll2) (<i,<2)

 m (4-16) and (4.17) have linear
asymptotic behaviour at large T :

fl1}(r) « (I^-h, fl2\r) « (IA)nr. (E 21)
(d) We find a different asymptotic behaviour for the functions of the type <p

in (E 2) and (E 4). The expression in the square brackets in (3.19) is essentially
\t'—1\, and <7y and g± also behave like \t'—1\. Specializing to 9?2(T), we first
separate the physical coefficients:

%(T) = £/?2^(X|| ^"1)2(^i O2<P2(r). (E 22)
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The time integrals can be performed analytically, and we find that the fastest
growing terms at large T combine to give

3pp2 3\X±J (X\v )''

which is valid for /.IT P 1.

E.2. Small-time behaviour

It is easy to find the small-r behaviour if we note that the integrands are
always composed of products of functions that have constant, non-vanishing
values at T = 0. Then, in the neighbourhood of the origin, the behaviour is
dominated by powers of T, with exponents determined by the number of
successive integrations in their expressions.
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